
Stuck for ideas of what to do over the holidays? Take your pick from our 
crafty and creative activites listed below. 

We would love to see your artwork, so dont forget to take photos. If you’d 
like to share your experiences with our Freemen’s Family, please email 
Gemma in our Marketing Team: gemma.roberts@freemens.org

#LOVEFREEMENS @HELLOFREEMENS

Let’s Get Creative

@FREEMENSARTDEPT

DRAWING AND PAINTING 

• Visit the website of a gallery in London, choose at least one work you love and one you dislike; make notes 
on why you think / feel this way. Draw from at least 3 works and write down your thoughts and feelings 
about them.  

• Draw the view from your window. Can you do this more than once in a range of places - a visual diary of 
your summer? Click here for ideas. 

• Draw from your imagination, add colour. 

• Do you have a pet? Draw some studies of it. Try to spend some time drawing it whilst it is asleep and  
capture the texture of its fur or skin. Look at the print of a hare by Albrecht Durer. 

• Explore your garden, how many types of plant or flower can you find; draw them. If you have some travel 
watercolours you could paint while you are sat in front of them (‘en plein air’ like Monet and Van Gogh).  
If you’re allowed, press them in a heavy book – some plants and flowers are dangerous to touch, only pick 
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things after asking an adult if it is safe. 

• Write and illustrate your own short book. Research simple book binding techniques, draw and colour the 
pictures for your book. Think about how the font suits the meaning of the words, should it always be the 
same on every page?

• Draw! Draw anything you see – people, objects, everything. Keep every drawing you do… over time you 
will notice that you get better and better at recording what things really look like. 

• Paint – collect together objects and put them a little distance in front of you (this is called a still life). Use a 
coloured pencil to draw your outlines. Think about how big or small the different objects are compared to 
each other. When you’re happy with your drawing add paint. Build it up in layers, so the background first 
and then when that is dry, add detail.

PHOTOGRAPHY 

• Take 10 photographs of interesting floors / surfaces below your feet. 

• Take 10 photographs with strong contrast. 

• Take 10 photographs that tell a story or create a mood. 

• Jan Groover took photographs of cutlery all piled up on top of each other. Find some examples of her work. 
Take your own photographs in response. Draw the piles of objects you have created. 

• Look at the objects around you in terms of their colour. Create a colour wheel that consists of photographs 
of objects. For example document a red object next to an orange one. Then yellow, green, blue and purple.

SCULPTURE 

• Ask your family for things they no longer want. Build something out of them. Photograph to show us.  
Artists for inspiration; Jean Tinguely, Salvador Dali, Duchamp, Diana Bouley, Tony Cragg.

• Research the work of Richard Long and Andy Goldsworthy, create a work inspired by them in your garden. 

• Can anyone in your family sew, knit or weave? Or is someone good at woodwork? Can they teach you? 
What can you design and build together? How does it feel working as a team? 

• Find a cardboard box. Create a new world inside the box; where will it be? What do you need to make it 
look real? What can you collect from the world around you to create it? 



COLLAGE 

• Get a magazine/newspaper from your home and make a collage of all the interesting words. Can you  
create a story? Can you make up a headline that is ridiculous out of the letters you find? Look at the work 
of Jenny Holzer, Ed Rucha, Stephen Powers.

• Make fake food! If you have coloured paper or felt you can make a whole meal! Find some examples here.

FREE STYLE

• Go onto the This Is Collosal website and find a new and exciting artist, research their work, read an  
interview if you can and make some work in response to their work. 

• Create a map of your local area. It doesn’t need to be a perfectly measured map, but instead a map of the 
things you notice or think are important. Play with how big or small objects on your map are according to 
their importance.

• Investigate some simple origami techniques on the internet – have a go!! If you don’t have origami paper, 
you can use lightweight wrapping paper or paper from a magazine.
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